
NARDI
Poggio Doria 2019

95 Points
The Tenute Silvio Nardi 2019 Brunello di
Montalcino Vigneto Poggio Doria is a dark
wine, certainly in character, but also in
appearance and flavor profile compared to
the estate’s village bottling. Surrounded by
forest but with a wide panorama and plenty
of light, Poggio Doria has a hearty mix of
sand and clay soils that help to solidify the
freshness and the savory aromas of the
wine. This vintage is especially bold and
concrete with black plum, crushed stone
and a hint of something gamey like vintage
suede or leather. The 15% alcohol content
is evident in this wine, but you also get
more overall complexity and depth with big
bones and considerable structure for aging
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